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QUESTION 1

Lotus iNotes allows features that send requests to external servers or Web services, for example, Lotus Quickr
integration, to utilize which of the following to intercept calls and retrieve information from a remote site? 

A. DSAPI filters 

B. iNotes redirects 

C. HTTP-proxy servlets 

D. Web serving intercept caching 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

To help thwart unauthorized access to ID files in the ID vault, you can choose to require which of the following? 

A. That someone with password reset authority approves all ID downloads 

B. That only group names are placed in the vault security document in the Domino server 

C. That the person fills out a download request in the vault to be approved by a vault manager 

D. That the ID vault be encrypted with a secret encryption key shared with only the properadministrators 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Each of the following is true about the ID vault EXCEPT: 

A. Smartcard-enabled IDs cannot be stored in a vault. 

B. You cannot use the CA process when registering users into the vault. 

C. Performing certificate authority key rollover on certifier IDs is not supported. 

D. You cannot use the CA process when creating cross-certificates that are needed to establish vault trust and
password reset 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Sam has been directed to create dynamic policies to set certain desktop settings depending on to which group a user
belongs. What does Sam need to do in order to accomplish this task? 
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A. Sam needs to create the policy and assign the policy to the corresponding group. 

B. Sam would create the policies and assign the policies based on the home server for each user. 

C. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory and the PolicyCreator role to create the policy. Sam would then
create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

D. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory, and the PolicyCreator and PolicyModifier roles to create the
policy. Sam would then create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An attempt was made by the Domino administrator to delete the ID vault on the Domino server. The vault was currently
in use so the deletion was halted. Which of the following server commands will attempt to process the deletion again? 

A. show idvaults 

B. tell idvault process delete 

C. load idvault update -remove 

D. tell idvault delete  

Correct Answer: A 
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